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Report of a Problem with GPG’s Saving of Key Changes into its Keyrings on Windows 7

This issue is connected to issue 1249 reported by me earlier this year, namely GnuPG's problems with renaming the pubring.tmp file into pubring.gpg, namely giving an error: 

gpg: renameing ‘…\pubring.tmp’ to ‘…\pubring.gpg’ failed: Permission denied 
gpg: update failed: file rename error

after a key signing operation.

I. Where:

OS: Windows 7
Rarely or never observed on Windows XP
GPG: version 1.4.11

II. What exacty: 

When I make a local signature programmatically (calling GPG.exe via CreateProcess), GPG hangs intermittently. Most recently maybe every 5th to 10th time.

III: More precisely:

The exact commandline calling GPG is:  
Application: …path\GPG.exe   
Commandline:
 --no-greeting 
--homedir [here: keydirectory]  
--default-key  [fingerpring of signing key] 
--command-fd 0 
--status-fd 1 
--logger-fd 1 
--edit-key [fingerprint of key to be signed].

Now CreateProcess is called:
CreateProcess(
Application, (pointer)
Commandline, (pointer)
nil, {security descriptor: process attribures}
nil, {security descriptor again: thread attributes}
true, {handles can be inherited}
0, { dwCreationFlags}
0,  {process creation flags, a.o., priority class.
nil, /{pointer to environment}
Dir, {pointer, current directory}
StartUpInfo, 
ProcInfo 
)

StdIn then provides the line: 
"lsign" (for sign locally) , and then  
"uid [number of keyID]" 

The parent program then provides the commands such as "Yes" and the passphrase via the redirected StdIn upon the requests (STATUS statements) by GPG which are read via StdOut.

Finally, after GPG prompts with “[GNUPG:] GET_LINE keyedit.prompt” my program gives it “SAVE” and GPG responds with “[GNUPG:] G0T_IT”
Usually, the key is signed at this point and GPG returns.

IV. Error messages

When the error happens, I get two error messages (logger, redirected to StdOut):

gpg: renameing ‘…\pubring.tmp’ to ‘…\pubring.gpg’ failed: Permission denied 
gpg: update failed: file rename error

Then GPG loops through  
[GNUPG:] GET_LINE keyedit.prompt
[GNUPG:] G0T_IT
gpg: update failed: file rename error

and does not return.

V. Situation after killing the process

When I kill the process via the Windows Task Manager (Ctrl-Alt-Del or Ctrl-Shift-Esc) I can do this: Go manually into the homedirectory with the keyfiles and see a file pubring.bak and pubring.tmp. If there is a file pubring.gpg (I am not quite sure if I remember seeing it there) it is empty. I can manually rename pubring.tmp into pubring.gpg and, BINGO, everything is as it should be: when I restart my program, I can see that the signature has been succesfully made.

That is, everything had been done except the renaming of pubring.tmp to pubring.gpg.

 
I researched this problem mainly for the command "--edit-key" and then "sign UID [plus a number], so here I have the most exact observations. A similar problem seemed to happen when creating a key (through the interactive process, again managed by the frontend program) and when importing a key. 

I judge this as critical, because I cannot give my customers a program that hangs 50% of the time during a routine and fairly important subroutine. And I have not found a workaround. (I wonder, however, how other frontends deal with this problem. I am open for suggestions.)


VI. Speculation about the causes:


At the moment it seems that the problem is a Windows problem, namely with its enhanced security specifications. But maybe there is a workaround. It could of course also be something problematic with my computer at home or with the program that calls gpg.exe. (My program is written in Pascal with Codegear Delphi)
 
By the way: I tried changing the security permissions of the homedirectory: error still happened. Running gpg.exe  under Windows XP compatibility mode did not work: It could not read the keyrings then. 


I further looked where the problem probably happens in the GPG code. I think the problem happens here:

In: keyring.c
static int
rename_tmp_file (const char *bakfname, const char *tmpfname,
                 const char *fname, int secret )

#if defined(HAVE_DOSISH_SYSTEM) || defined(__riscos__)
  remove( fname );
#endif
  if (secret)
    unregister_secured_file (fname);
  if (rename (tmpfname, fname) )
    {
      log_error (_("renaming `%s' to `%s' failed: %s\n"),
                 tmpfname, fname, strerror(errno) );
      register_secured_file (fname);
      rc = G10ERR_RENAME_FILE;
      goto fail;
    }

-------------------- The End ------------------------------------------------------------------------

Good luck,
Wolfgang

